and SIMES SLAC -Compared to the weak spinorbit-interaction (SOI) in graphene, layered transitionmetal chalcogenides MX 2 have heavy 4d/5d elements with strong atomic SOI, providing a unique way to extend functionalities of novel spintronics and valleytronics devices. Such a valley polarization achieved via valley-selective circular dichroism has been predicted theoretically and demonstrated with optical experiments in MX 2 systems. Despite the exciting progresses, the generation of a valley/spin current by valley polarization in MX 2 remains elusive and a great challenge. A spin/valley current in MX 2 compounds caused by such a valley polarization has never been observed, nor its electric-field control. In this talk, we demonstrated, within an electric-double-layer transistor based on WSe 2 , the manipulation of a spin-coupled valley photocurrent whose direction and magnitude depend on the degree of circular polarization of the incident radiation and can be further greatly modulated with an external electric field. Such room temperature generation and electric control of valley/spin photocurrent provides a new property of electrons in MX 2 systems, thereby enabling new degrees of control for quantum-confined spintronics devices. (In collaboration with 
